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In his speech, Rear-Admiral (NS) Teo also mentioned that NIE had been
chosen as the site for the E-learning Competency Centre, which will act as
the national centre for setting and measuring compliance with e-learning
standards in educational institutions and corporate bodies. Besides, a new
Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice will be set up at NIE to develop
its research capability in areas of strategic significance for education in
Singapore with $48 million funding from the Ministry of Education. These
areas are Mathematics and Science Literacy, Language Literacy and
Information and Communications Technology.
The NIE Official Opening was a memorable occasion for all. Our
distinguished guests and staff enjoyed the beauty of the new NIE complex
and melodious music played by the trainee teachers as they toured the
campus. They also viewed displays of staff’s publications and NIE
memorabilia, photographic exhibition, sports activities, mask and music
workshops, e-learning environment, resveratrol demonstration and exhibit
on glowing plant, NIE
Band performance,
amongst others.

No. 40

NIE Memorabilia

Physical Education & Sports Science Equipment

Ethnic Music Ensemble

In conjunction with the Official
Opening, a symposium on Valuing The
Teaching Profession: Purpose, Passion
and Hope was organised on 25 January
2002 (please refer to page 8 for more
details), with the NIE Open House on
26 January 2002. At the Open House,
visitors were treated to fun-filled
activities which included art display by
children, NIE Computer-Assisted Assessment System hands-on sessions, mathematics
and science displays, sports tournaments, film shows, lectures and talks.
The NIE commemorative book, Moulding Lives, Shaping Tomorrow, was launched
during the Official Opening. This book traces NIE’s history, aspirations for the future
and its evolving role in shaping the future of the nation through our teachers and
educators.

Rear-Admiral (NS) Teo Chee Hean strikes the gong,
the Water Terrace lights up,
signifying the Official Opening of NIE

Welcome Dance

“I would like to congratulate Director, NIE and his staff on their achievements over the past five years in re-positioning NIE to
meet the changing needs of education in Singapore. I am confident that you will rise to the challenge of taking NIE forward in
the coming decade.
By 2010, NIE should be among the top institutes of education in the world, in terms of professional teacher training across all
levels, from beginning teacher to senior education leaders, and also in terms of impactful, forward looking education research”,
said the Guest-of-Honour, Rear-Admiral (NS) Teo Chee Hean, Minister for Education and Second Minister for Defence at the
Official Opening of NIE at Yunnan Garden Campus, Nanyang Technological University on 26 January 2002.
Occupying 16 hectares, the new $400 million NIE complex boasts state-of-the-art facilities completed in 2000. This includes
26 computer laboratories equipped with the latest computer systems and software, over 50 teaching and research laboratories,
its own information technology-enriched library, a rooftop greenhouse, an art gallery and a new performing theatre.

Science Exhibition

NIE trainee teachers

An Institute of

Continued on page 16 ...
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Schools

Welcome

Celebrating a 160-Year Ascent through Music
(Contributed by Dr Kelly Tang, Visual & Performing Arts)

Policy & Management Studies
St Margaret’s Secondary School, reputably one of the oldest school in the region, celebrates its 160th anniversary in
2002. As a fanfare to a string of festivities, the school commissioned Dr Kelly Tang (Visual & Performing Arts) to compose
an original work in commemoration of this grand milestone. The new work, Highlandler Overture, was premiered by
the school’s symphonic band at the Victoria Concert Hall on 22 December 2001.

“It is entitled Highlandler not just in reference to the patron saint of the school, Queen Margaret of Scotland, but as a
tribute to the lofty pinnacles the school has arrived at through the years,” said Dr Tang. The title Highlandler also
describes the compositional strategy used to construct the music. Landler is the Viennese term for folk song, and
Highlandler is based on simple pastoral pseudo-Scottish tunes (complete with bagpipe drones), which are developed
and transformed within a systematically elaborate or ‘high’ musical structure. The melody of the school hymn is also
interwoven into the frame of the romantic central theme.
Approaching this project immediately after the Singapore Symphony Orchestra premiere of his Largo for Piano and Orchestra
last October, Dr Tang explained, “While I apply the same aesthetic rigor when composing for students as I do for a professional
ensemble, writing for young people brings the added opportunity of stimulating
their emerging musical sensibilities through fresh perspectives on textural
combinations or rhythmic patterns in the music. My compositions for school children
have always had a didactic dimension. I am delighted to spend a number of lively
sessions with the students, discussing the inner workings of Highlandler’s design.”
For band major Ms Hazel Hong, “Highlandler is an interesting piece with a unique
style and dynamic contrast that suits and brings out
the character of the band.” Mr Leonard Tan, conductor
of the symphonic band added, “Highlandler Overture
is an organic fusion of the school hymn, jazz-inspired
harmonies and a deeply personal sense of humour.
There is a clever manipulation of thematic materials
that provide interest to musicologists, while not
alienating the audience.”
Dr Kelly Tang

Marching into its 160th year, St Margaret’s Secondary
School still breaks new ground by commissioning an
original work from a Singapore composer, paving the
way for more local band music to emerge. Can there
be a more profound musical expression of the goals
of National Education, than to offer young people
music grown from within their midst; works they can
be proud of calling their own? Such a commission
powerfully expands the significance of the occasion it
celebrates, both geographically and chronologically.
The event is commemorated anew whenever and
wherever that composition is performed.

Highlandler received its second performance under Assoc Prof Ho Hwee Long (Visual
& Performing Arts) conducting the NIE Symphonic Band at its Opus 27 concert on
30 March 2002.

Industrial Experience
for Chinese High
School Students
(Contributed by Mr Chang Chew
Hung, Humanities & Social Studies
Education)

During the November/December 2001
holidays, eight secondary 3 students from
Chinese High School were on an industrial
attachment to Humanities & Social Studies
Education (HSSE) Academic Group. Three
of the students assisted in HSSE’s web page
operations while the remaining five in a
research project on the urban microclimate
of Singapore.
The web page team successfully created
an e-booking system for HSSE’s special
teaching rooms and a prototype online
equipment loan system. Both programmes
are currently in use. The research team
experienced the research design, literature
search and data collection phases of a
study on Singapore’s urban microclimate.
The students certainly had an enriching
time.

Mdm Boon Suan Loy, Zoe
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Assoc Prof Ian Haslam (Public & International Relations)

NIE News is published quarterly by the Public & International Relations Office (PIR), National Institute of Education, Nanyang Technological
University. Opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the Institute.
Contributions from members of the Institute and all recipients of NIE News are most welcome. You may wish to provide articles relating to NIE
developments, initiatives, collaborations, events as well as staff research and accomplishments.
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E-mail : niepr@nie.edu.sg
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Trainee Teacher Affairs

(Contributed by Assoc Prof Joan Fry,
Physical Education & Sports Science)
Given that Physical Education & Sports Science (PESS) is in the business of
preparing Physical Education (PE) teachers, it may not be surprising that we
have our share of outstanding sports people. Over the past few months, we
have had representatives in three national sports contingents to regional
games: the South East Asian Games (SEA Games) held in Malaysia in late
2001, the Asian X Games in Malaysia and the Asian University Games (AUS
Games) held in the Philippines, both in early 2002. All were honoured to
represent Singapore. The following are short reports from the athletes.

SEA Games

AUS Games

PESS athletes:

PESS athletes:

Yue Lai Wan, Joannah
(Postgraduate Diploma in Education, second year)
– squash; silver medal winning team,
bronze individual
Lau Ban Hwee
(Diploma in Physical Education, first year)
– hockey, right wing; silver medal winning team

Low Lai Fong, Karen
(Bachelor of Arts, fourth year)
– triple jump; silver medal
Koh Guan Liang, Jeffrey
(Diploma in Physical Education, second year)
– basketball
So Kwang Loong, Joe
(Postgraduate Diploma in Education, first year)
– basketball
Ng Serene
(Bachelor of Science, second year)
– badminton play
Irfan Ismail
(Postgraduate Diploma in Education, first year)
– soccer; silver medal, equal second highest scorer

For these student-athletes, the SEA Games
was their year’s highlight. The event brought
loads of stress, excitement as well as
fulfilment. While Joannah had competed at
this level previously, for Ban Hwee, it was
his first experience competing at such a high
level. “None of my previous experiences
matched up to this “big” event in Kuala
Lumpur. The atmosphere, the crowd and the
pressure can bring you down if you are not
mentally strong.” Both these players
acknowledged the support of family and
friends and have since plunged themselves
into their studies.

Asian X Games
PESS athletes (all rock climbers):
Leong Chee Hoi
(Postgraduate Diploma in Education,
second year)
Goh Tan Leng
(Postgraduate Diploma in Education, first year)
Yam Choon Hian
(Postgraduate Diploma in Education,
first year)
Held in Asia for the first time, X Games
focuses on competition in extreme sports
(high level adventure activities). Sponsored
by an international sports television network,
there was a strong media influence. These
athletes had the added stress of dealing with
the cameras. Choon Hian exceeded his
expectations by being the only Singaporean
athlete to reach the final.
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The AUS Games provides an opportunity
for the best university athletes to gather
for competition as well as allows
Singaporean athletes to gain exposure to
elite regional and international athletes.
For athletes who had never been overseas
for competition, the whole idea of an
athletes’ village and wearing the nation’s
name on their backs, seemed like a dream.
These Games are not about winning or
losing, but rather the valuable experience,
rarely obtained in local competition and
the friendships established. As a more
experienced player, Irfan reported, “I had
a responsibility for the first timers. Prior to
our leaving, we had had training camp to
help build cohesion and team spirit. This
is very important because many of the
Singapore team members are former rivals.
The most memorable part of these games
was meeting up
with old friends
and making
new ones.
Seeing other
universities
and another
c o u n t r y ’s
culture made it
a very fulfilling
experience for
Joannah Yue (right)
me.”

Student Leaders’ Summit
(Contributed by Mr Loo Lit Tein,
Diploma in Education – first year,
edited by Mr Nazrul Rashidi,
Bachelor of Arts (Diploma in
Education) – third year;
photographs by Mr Eusri Bin Eusope,
Diploma in Education – first year)

A total of 55 student leaders from the
Trainee Teachers’ Club (TTC), and other
sub-clubs gathered at Lecture Theatre 6 on
13 November morning for the Student
Leaders’ Summit 2001. The theme of this
summit was Synergy and it aimed to
advance the involvement of student
leaders in collaborative efforts, harness the
use of Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) for organising student
activities and create a synergistic bond
among NIE clubs.

Professor David Mitchell Visits Specialised Education
(Contributed by Assoc Prof Dennis Rose, Specialised Education)

Prof David Mitchell was a Visiting Professor in the Specialised Education Academic Group from July to December 2001.
Prior to joining NIE, Prof Mitchell was a Professor of Education at the University of Waikato, New Zealand. He is
currently President of the Division of International Special Education and Services, a division of the Council for Exceptional
Children.

During his visit, Prof Mitchell worked with staff and produced several reports to assist the Specialised Education Academic
Group. The first of these called Improving the Education of Singapore’s Students with Special Needs Through Research,
identified 11 research priorities and the resources needed to complete these projects. His two other reports, one called
Quality Teachers for Singapore’s Children with Special Needs and the other, a commentary on the proposed Master of Education,
were intended to help in constructing a coherent teacher education plan for special education teachers from undergraduate
through to postgraduate levels.
Prof Mitchell also presented four seminars to staff:
•
•
•
•

Paradigm Shifts in and around Special Education in New Zealand;
Effective Teaching in Inclusive Classrooms;
Challenges and Experiences in Implementing Inclusive
Education in the Asia-Pacific Region; and
Japanese Schools’ Accommodation to Student
Diversity.

While with the Academic Group, Prof Mitchell visited several
special schools and related organisations. Among these were
Margaret Drive Special School of the Rainbow Centre and
the Spastic Children’s Association School. Prof Mitchell
attended a workshop on inclusion sponsored by the Down’s
Syndrome Association and addressed a meeting of members
of the Singapore Psychological Society where he described
the worldwide trend towards inclusion in regular schools
of children with special needs.
The summit began with an opening speech
by Assoc Prof Vilma D’Rozario (Sub Dean,
Diploma Programmes), Advisor to the TTC.
This was followed by a welcome speech
by Mr Nazrul Rashidi (President, TTC) with
a brief introduction of the 11 th TTC
Management Committee members. Mr
Loo Lit Tein, the summit’s Chairman (VicePresident, TTC), presented the day’s
programme to the participants.

After refreshments, the participants joined
in the ice breaking games filled with
incessant fun and laughter. Then they were
back at Lecture Theatre 6 for the first
sharing session, that was, the various
clubs’ presentations of their calendar of
events for this academic year.
Continued on facing page ...

Research

PESS Students Represent Singapore:
Reports from Participants

Prof David Mitchell (seated first left) at the farewell luncheon
hosted by Assoc Prof Quah May Ling, Head,
Specialised Education (seated second left)

Dynamic Assessment of Young Children
(Contributed by Assoc Prof Alice Seng Seok Hoon, Psychological Studies)
Prof David Tzuriel, a clinical and educational psychologist from Bar-llan University (Israel) conducted a very successful threeday workshop and a public seminar on tapping the dynamic potential of young children from 4 to 7 February 2002 at NIE. The
event was organised by Singapore Centre for Teaching Thinking and assisted by Psychological Studies Academic Group. It drew
about 100 interested parents, primary school teachers, volunteers from child agencies and personnel from the special schools.
Prof Tzuriel is an expert on dynamic assessment of learning potential of young children. The objective of the workshop was to
apply a series of cognitive assessment tools in identifying the deficient cognitive functions of the child’s thinking processes.
Dynamic assessment provides in-depth information about the nature
of the child’s thinking and offers reliable information on what might be
done to facilitate the child’s learning and thinking.
The public lecture was well received and was highlighted by a live
demonstration with a child being assessed with the cognitive
modifiability task, the Cognitive Modifiability Battery (CMB) which was
taught at the workshop. The audience could see the dynamic processes
of mediated learning experience as Prof Tzuriel engaged the child in a
very interactive form of learning and thinking. This is one of the unique
features of dynamic assessment.
Prof Tzuriel is known in many parts of the world as a leader and
developer of the dynamic assessment movement. He has taught 70
international workshops during the last 14 years. His scientific work is
related to empirical validation of the theories of Vygotsky and Feuerstein
and his research is cited frequently in literature.

Prof David Tzuriel dynamically assessing a 10-year old child
from the Singapore Children’s Society
NIE News 13
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A Voice for All NIEians

Presenting the Award Winners

(Contributed by Mr Mohamed Subair, Editor-in-Chief, NIE Voices)
Mrs Regina Davamoni received:
NIE witnessed the dawn of a
promising
new
student
publication, pledging to elevate
student partaking in NIE to greater
heights. NIE Voices, a publication
of the Trainee Teachers’ Club
(TTC) of NIE, was launched amidst
much excitement on 1 February
2002.

The semestral newspaper publication
was launched by Prof S Gopinathan
(Dean, Foundation Programmes) who
lauded the paper as an excellent
exemplar of student initiative in NIE. He
congratulated the 11th TTC Management
Committee on their new undertaking and
expressed his hope that they would carry
on with their work of providing service
to the trainee teachers. Prof Gopinathan
unveiled the newspaper followed by a

champagne toast joined by everyone in
celebration of the launch.

NIE Voices drew praises from many
lecturers and students alike, all visibly
impressed with both the quality of the
paper and the efforts invested in it. Voices
carries with it a myriad of sections to
inform and entertain. From campus
news, welfare, information technology
and teacher news, Voices also packs in a
fair share of entertainment, lifestyle and
sports sections promising a good read to
anyone who picks it up.
The Editor-in-Chief of Voices commented
in his speech that the main objective of
Voices was to promote awareness and
greater involvement of students in the
activities organised in NIE. He also added
that Voices aimed to bridge the gap

between the administration and the
student body, providing an active
channel of communication. He expressed
his wish to garner the support of all NIE
staff and students in making Voices a
resounding success.

Dr Ruth Wong Medal
- Awarded for Best Performance in the DDM (Primary); and
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development Book Prize
- Awarded for Best Performance in the Departmental Management component of the DDM (Primary).
An educator for about 16 years, Mrs Davamoni felt “absolutely elated, really did not expect it” when asked about
her response on winning the double awards.
Mrs Lie Ai Lian received:
Dr Ruth Wong Medal
- Awarded for Best Performance in the DDM (Secondary).
Mrs Lie who has been an educator for 12 years had this to say, “It was a pleasant surprise to learn that I had
received an award. I plunged into the DDM course having very humble expectations; only that I would survive it,
learn something in order to apply it back in school and network with other departmental heads, something that is
rare, but essential. Winning an award has added a pleasant dimension to getting recognised. It is truly exhilarating.”

Mrs Carol Lim received:

Unveiling NIE Voices –
Mr Mohamed Subair (left) and
Prof S Gopinathan (right)

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development Book Prize
- Awarded for Best Performance in the Departmental Management component of the DDM (Secondary).

Corporate Affairs

Mrs Lim has been active in the teaching profession for almost 11 years. Her reaction on winning the award was,
“I am thrilled to have won such a distinguished award and am very pleasantly surprised. I was smiling in my heart
when the news was first broken to me and have not stopped doing so since then! That’s how thrilled I am.”

Celebrating a Great Year’s Work
at the Long Service Awards Ceremony and Annual Staff Lunch
(Contributed by Asst Prof Gillian Potter on behalf of the Staff Welfare and Recreation Fund Committee 2001/2002)
It was a balmy day and excitement was
in the air. The NIE Canteen Bistro was
to be the place for the Annual Staff
Lunch to celebrate a great year’s work
on our new campus. But first, the Long
Service Awards Ceremony.
The Long Service Awards Ceremony
was held in the morning of Monday,
12 November 2001. It was a formal
occasion that
acknowledged
the long

Mr Abdullah Basil Bin Ramli (right) with
Assoc Prof Quek Jin Jong

service of colleagues: 23 with 10 years
of service, five with 15 years, 16 with
20 years, seven with 25 years, one with
30 years, two with 35 years and Mr
Abdullah Basil Bin Ramli (Operations
Support Officer, Science & Technology
Education) received rousing applause
for his 40 years of service. It was a very
happy occasion that was presided by
Assoc Prof Quek Jin Jong (Principal
Officer).
After the ceremony, everyone was
anxious to make their way to the
Canteen Bistro for lunch. But where
was this Bistro? Who could be
followed to this place? Who would
know? We kept together and “found”
a delightful restaurant with palms
creating a quiet serenity, tables
adorned with cloths and potted
plants, Jazz music in the
background and buffet tables
sagging beneath the weight of
delectable culinary delights.
The Staff Welfare and
Recreation Fund Committee
(SWRFC) had been busy!

The luncheon was a memorable
occasion for many reasons. It gave the
whole NIE staff an opportunity to
gather in one place to talk, laugh, meet
new people and enjoy each other’s
company; there was a true spirit of
friendship. It was a time of surprises
for many who received gifts from the
two big lucky draws that were so
generously supported by sponsors and
colleagues. It was a fitting conclusion
to a year that had seen us all
successfully weathered the challenges
of establishing ourselves, trainee
teachers and services, on a new
campus. It was a gracious event with
Prof Leo Tan (Director, NIE) eloquently
acknowledging the great work done
by all staff at NIE in 2001.
SWRFC worked hard to facilitate this
occasion. It was a terrific team effort,
all made worthwhile by the obvious
enjoyment and enthusiasm of NIE
colleagues. What will 2002 bring?

Mrs Regina Davamoni
The programme has provided critical insights into three essential aspects of leaders when
leading others. They are:
•
•
•

leaders must possess both personal and organisational vision to provide purpose,
meaning and importance to the people they work with;
leaders must be task and people-oriented to promote collegial and cooperative
relationships in the work place; and
leaders must be proactive. They must anticipate, never be afraid to question assumptions
and challenge the status quo.

In short, the DDM course has given many of us the courage to “take the road less travelled
by” that will make the difference in the way we lead the teaching service into a challenging
future.
Mrs Lie Ai Lian

The DDM programme has armed me with greater insight into the big picture of education and having a renewed sense of mission and an
altogether clearer vision, I am better able to help my colleagues to chase that vision. It will always be a challenge towards lifelong learning,
and I certainly hope not to stop there but carry on the fine tradition of looking for better and more innovative ways to do things, and always
embracing change and to lead others towards being a School that Learns (Peter Senge).
Mrs Carol Lim
The DDM programme is a professional retreat. It has made me realise the importance of professional reflection. Self-development is not
just about attending courses, but also about keeping oneself updated in the education and management literature available. The DDM
programme offers us invaluable time to read, reflect and discuss the management models and consider how they can be applied to our
personal growth. Most of all, it is an opportunity to look inward and discover new energies and potential. In particular, the programme
focuses its curriculum on managing change and developing the leadership skills of the participant.
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The award winners are (from left) Mrs Lie Ai Lian,
Mrs Regina Davamoni and Mrs Carol Lim
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Purpose, Passion and Hope
(Contributed by Assoc Prof Joy Chew, Policy & Management Studies)

On 25 January 2002, NIE hosted a
highly successful symposium on the
theme Valuing the Teaching
Profession: Purpose, Passion and
Hope . Organised as part of the
celebrations marking the Official
Opening of NIE’s new campus, the
symposium programme was
designed for a cross section of
educators from Singapore schools and the
NIE faculty. It attracted the participation of
a lively audience of 240 comprising
principals, vice principals, departmental
heads, Ministry of Education’s specialist
staff, trainee teachers and NIE teacher
educators.

What made this symposium outstanding
was the highly engaging content of each
of the talks and the creative delivery of the
day’s programme. The organising committee
incorporated an imaginative use of
information technology tools which made

For: Professional Purpose, Passion and
Hope. The second speaker, Mrs Belinda
Charles, Principal of St Andrew’s
Secondary School, spoke ardently on how
the educational fraternity could prepare
teachers for today’s school in order “to
keep their flame burning” in spite of the
vast changes in the work context of
schools. Dr David H Tripp, Senior Fellow
at NIE, served as discussant of the
morning’s talks. He also led in a lively
round of discussion focusing on questions
raised by the audience in response to the
speakers’ presentations.
The symposium speakers in the afternoon
included Prof Andy Hargreaves, who is
Professor of Educational Leadership and
Change at the University of Nottingham,
England, and Director of the International
Center for Educational Change at the
Ontario Institute for Studies
in Education, Toronto,

(From left) Prof Leo Tan, Prof Sim Wong Kooi, Prof S Gopinathan, Dr Gloria Lim,
Dr Lau Wai Har and Dr Christopher Wong (nephew of the late Dr Ruth Wong)

it possible for the audience to see almost
instantaneous video recordings of some
participants’ comments about the
symposium theme as well as the
transmission of a web-based list of
questions collated from the audience for
discussion by the symposium speakers. It
was truly a state-of-the-art symposium
which provided a platform for educators
to affirm the important role and
contribution of teachers in the mission of
nurturing and building the lives and identity
of the younger generation.
The six symposium speakers were selected
for their expertise and experience in teacher
and leadership education to present
different perspectives on what it means to
value the work of teachers in Singapore and
how this can be achieved. The first speaker
was Prof Margot Cameron-Jones from the
University of Edinburgh. She gave an
interesting talk on The Teachers We Long

Canada. His paper on Valuing Teachers
provided research findings on how
teachers’ professional development had
been ensured in a case study school in
Canada that is self-consciously a learning
organisation. Dr David Ho Yau-Fai, Senior
Fellow of NIE, presented an Asian view of
valuing the teaching profession. Dr Allan
Walker from the Chinese University of
Hong Kong was the discussant and chaired
a lively hour of interaction with the
audience and his fellow panel members.
Another highlight of the symposium was
the segment on Tribute to the Past Directors
of NIE that was held at the start of the
symposium programme. After a tribute
speech by Prof S Gopinathan (Dean,
Foundation Programmes), Prof Leo Tan
(Director, NIE) presented tokens of
appreciation to each of the five Directors
who had served as leaders of NIE from
1973 to 1990: the late Dr Ruth Wong, Dr
Lau Wai Har, Miss Lim Hsiu Mei, Prof Sim
Wong Kooi and Dr Gloria Lim.

Prof Leo Tan delivering his welcome address

Dr Tony Tan
Visits NIE
(Contributed by Public &
International Relations)
Dr Tony Tan, Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister for Defence visited NIE on 21
January 2002 for an update of
developments on this new campus since
NIE’s move in December 2000.

Visit by the Minister, Senior Minister of State, Minister of State,
Parliamentary Secretary and Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Education to NIE
(Contributed by Ms Loi Su Min, Public & International Relations)
NIE welcomed Rear-Admiral (NS) Teo Chee
Hean, Mr Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Dr Ng
Eng Hen, Mr Hawazi Daipi and Mr Chiang
Chie Foo on 18 January 2002.
Prof Leo Tan (Director, NIE) gave an
introduction on NIE’s progress since its restructuring in July 2000. This was followed
by presentations on initial teacher training
programmes and graduate programmes by
Prof S Gopinathan (Dean, Foundation
Programmes) and Assoc Prof Lee Sing Kong
(Dean, Graduate Programmes & Research)
respectively. Assoc Prof Cheah Horn Mun
(Divisional Director, Academic Computing &
Information Services) continued with an
update on the information and
communication technologies (ICT)
development in NIE.
The ministerial party also toured the campus.
They visited the Teaching and Learning
Environment of the Future Room, where
Assoc Prof Philip Wong (Head, Instructional
Science) illustrated the flexible teachinglearning environment by using technology to
support the learning process. Besides, they
viewed the different ICT projects by NIE staff
at the Education Computing Laboratories.
They learned more about the music and
drama aspects from Assoc Prof Stephen
Hazell (Deputy Head, Drama, Visual &
Performing Arts) at the Nanyang Playhouse.
Their last stop was the Greenhouse, where

Dr Tan was welcomed by Prof Leo Tan
(Director, NIE) and other members of the
senior management upon his arrival. He
toured the Teaching and Learning
Environment of the Future Room, where
Assoc Prof Philip Wong (Head,
Instructional Science) presented the key
features of the e-learning room and how
such an environment made teaching
challenging and stimulating. This was
followed by visits to the Library &
Information Services
Centre (LIBRIS), led by
Mrs Isabel Yeo (Head,
LIBRIS) as well as the
Greenhouse conducted
by Assoc Prof Lee Sing
Kong (Dean, Graduate
Programmes & Research).

The programme ended
with a tea reception and
Dr Tony Tan (right) toured the LIBRIS conducted by Mrs Isabel Yeo (centre) souvenir presentation.

Dr Tony Tan (centre) at the Greenhouse, flanked by
Assoc Prof Lee Sing Kong (right) and Assoc Prof Quek Jin Jong (left)
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Assoc Prof Lee Sing Kong demonstrated the application of aeroponics technology.
The visit concluded with a lunch hosted by Prof Tan.

Corporate Affairs

NIE Symposium on Valuing the Teaching Profession:

Rear-Admiral (NS)
Teo Chee Hean (far left) and
Assoc Prof Stephen Hazell
(second left) in conversation with
the Visual & Performing Arts
trainee teachers

The Koh Choon Joo Endowment in Education
(Contributed by Ms Tan Pik Lian, Alumni & Endowment Office, NTU)
“This is the first Professorship in Education
in Singapore and it signals the importance
and recognition given to education”, said
Prof Leo Tan (Director, NIE) during the
launch of The Koh Choon Joo Endowment
in Education ceremony on 8 February 2002
at the Art Gallery, NIE.
NIE has established its first Professorship
in Education after receiving a $2 million
gift from the estate of philanthropist, Mr
Koh Choon Joo (Mr C J Koh).
This magnanimous act was witnessed
when Mr Ong Tiong Tat, executor of the
estate of the late Mr C J Koh donated $2
million to the Nanyang Technological
University (NTU) Endowment Fund, from
which $1.5 million would be used to
establish The Koh Choon Joo Professorship
in Education and $500,000 for The Pradap
Kow (Mrs C J Koh) Scholarships for Higher
Degrees in Education. President S R
Nathan, Chancellor of NTU and Patronin-Chief of the NTU 21st Century Fund
received the benefaction. When matched
by the Government dollar for dollar, the
endowment would amount to $4 million.
Prof Tan added, “The Professorship will
attract internationally renowned
scholars to NIE to enhance its
programme even further. The
visiting scholars will give public
lectures, conduct seminars and
initiate research with the Institute.
These scholars will bring with
them expertise and valuable
experience, which will benefit
NIE and Singapore in general. The
Scholarships will be given to
encourage more of our educators
in the schools and the Ministry of

Education to embark on higher education.”
In Dr Cham Tao Soon’s (President, NTU)
speech, he recalled the first meeting he had
with Mr and Mrs Ong Tiong Tat on 29
October 1996 when Mr Ong contributed
$530,000 to the NTU Endowment Fund.
This was made on the occasion of Mr C J
Koh’s 96th birthday celebration. The income
generated from the invested C J Koh
endowment of $1 million including the
Government’s matching grant was utilised
to acquire the C J Koh Collection on
Education for the NIE Library & Information
Services Centre.
Mr C J Koh left his humble home in
Indonesia to study abroad when he was only
six years old. The skills he acquired during
his practice as a lawyer brought financial
well being to his adulthood years. A selfmade man, Mr C J Koh accumulated his
wealth as a result of many years of sheer
hard work and prudent investments. Mr C J
Koh believed firmly in the importance of
education. Because of his hard childhood
away from home and the many financial
anxieties he was burdened with during his
schooldays overseas, Mr C J Koh was a
staunch supporter of education.

(From left) Prof Leo Tan,
Dr Cham Tao Soon,
President S R Nathan,
Mr and Mrs Ong Tiong Tat
NIE News 9
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(Contributed by Asst Prof Nicholas Aplin, Physical Education & Sports Science)
The induction of C Kunalan into the
Hall of Fame at a glittering and
glamorous event on 11 January 2002
was probably overdue. But ask the
man himself about his status, a man
who is the epitome of humility, and
one might dare believe that others are
more deserving. Not so.

The Minister for Community
Development & Sports, Mr Abdullah Tarmugi,
presented seven awards at the Fullerton Hotel
during a night of emotion and reflection. The
regal procession down the stairs to the
decorated ballroom was a prelude to a highly
personalised display of sentiment and passion
- characteristics that do not come easily in
this particular type of public and social life
in Singapore.
The assembled dignitaries, friends, family
members and most significantly the other
heroes and heroines of past and present were
enraptured by the glittering array of talent that
modestly acknowledged the contributions of
others as significant in their achievement of
fame.
The programme described the affable Kunalan
as a sprint icon, one who was an ideal role
model for athletes. The soft-spoken Kunalan
then thanked his mentors and his peers but
most importantly he singled out his wife.
Before she married him, Chong Yoong Yin
herself, had been a national sprinter. The
ultimate role model spoke of the responsibility
that goes with commitment to sport. He had
learned from his own coaches Tan Eng Yoon
and Yap Boon Chuan, that you should always

be there for the athlete – come rain or shine.
Kunalan made rapid progress in track when
he first started in 1963. Tan Eng Yoon, then
National Coach, commented at the time that
the most improvement shown by any athlete
had been displayed by C Kunalan, who after
only five months of training had returned
times of 10.9 seconds, 22.3 seconds and 50.9
seconds for the 100m, 200m and 400m
respectively. He was clearly a good prospect
for the future. But it was in the relay that he
first made his name. That year at the Malaysia
Sports Festival at Kuala Lumpur, Kunalan,
together with Cedric Monteiro, Wong Fey
Wan, and Low Sin Chock, completed the
sprint relay in a new Singapore National
Record, and a Malayan All-Comers Record
time of 42.0 seconds.

For many people, this might have proved
sufficient, but for Kunalan the drive to
compete remained and so he returned to the
competitive scene and extended his active
career until 1979. Even then, injury not age
was to draw the line on his career.
Today, most admirers and colleagues
recognise that the altruism of Kunalan has
been his hallmark. As a teacher, then as a
lecturer at College of Physical Education, and
right through to his current position in
Physical Education & Sports Science (PESS),
NIE, Kunalan has demonstrated the ultimate
characteristics of caring, benevolence and
self-transcendence. He may not be the first
representative of PESS to be inducted into the
Hall of Fame – that distinction belongs to
Naomi Tan – but he will doubtless be the most
highly acclaimed.

Competitive athletics provided ups and
downs. An Olympian the following
year in Tokyo, again in the relay, but
this time with the legendary Mani
Jegathesan, he played his part in
creating new records. The Asian
Games of 1966, two years later, were
bitter-sweet for Kunalan - a silver
medallist failing minutely to oust his
rival and friend Jega in Bangkok. At
the Mexico Games in 1968, a new
national record that remained
untouched until 2001, was set. Injury
and imposed retirement at the end of
1970 brought Kunalan into coaching. C Kunalan (right) with the Guest-of-Honour, Mr Abdullah Tarmugi
at the Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony
This was the place, which contributed
just as much to his growing reputation
as a role model as did the times he had
produced on the track.

The Diploma in Departmental Management
Graduation Ceremony
(Contributed by Ms Irene Teo, Public & International Relations)
Held at the Institute of Public Administration & Management, 138 newly appointed departmental heads received their diplomas
at the graduation ceremony on 17 January 2002. Gracing the occasion was Mr Wee Heng Tin, Director-General of Education,
Ministry of Education (MOE).
The Diploma in Departmental Management (DDM) is a four-month training programme for departmental heads and other
leaders in Singapore schools. Managed by the Graduate Programmes & Research Office of NIE, DDM provides in-depth study
and allows the participants to develop expertise in critical dimensions of educational leadership.
Designed by NIE’s team of experts and professionals in consultation with MOE, the programme is structured around the
following themes:
•
•
•
•

managing departments effectively;
developing, managing, implementing and evaluating curriculum to meet the needs and abilities of students;
improving the leadership of teachers who work in the department; and
aligning the department’s operation to the vision of Singapore’s education service and to the school’s key strategic
orientation.
Continued on facing page...

E-learning
Competency
Centre
(Contributed by Ms Netty Salmiyati
Senawi, E-learning Competency Centre)
You may have heard its ignition - a
new e-nitiative has driven into NIE!
Parked at the second floor of NIE’s
Physical Education Block, E-learning
Competency Centre (ECC) is set to be
Singapore’s vehicle to drive the
adoption and use of international elearning standards locally.

The ECC is located at NIE because of its
strength in pedagogy and its neutral role
in the e-learning industry. It is funded by
the Infocomm Development Authority of
Singapore and the Ministry of Education.
Support has

In the driver’s seat is Mr Lim Kin Chew
(Executive Manager, ECC). He has the
difficult task “to make Singapore the
e-learning standards hub in the AsiaPacific region”.
The ECC is the result of collaborative
efforts of Singapore’s e-learning
industry, government and educational
institutions. In the next three years,
ECC will define, refine and promote

(Contributed by Public &
International Relations)
The NIE Bus was launched on 15
December 2001. This mobile
ambassador of NIE exhibited the
design of one of the Visual &
Performing Arts (VPA) trainee
teachers.
Prior to this launch, VPA organised
Skin 199: Art Bus Project exhibition,
showcasing innovative designs and art
processes by 19 second-year Diploma
in Art Education and Art Specialisation
trainee teachers from 14 to 29
September 2001. “199” is the SBS
Transit service that transverses and
serves the community of Nanyang
Technological University/NIE, while
“Skin” is in reference to the exterior
of not only the human artists who
contributed to this project but also of
the bus which will have one of the
artwork plastered on it.

The ECC team: (clockwise)
Ms Julie He, Mr Simon Lau,
Ms Netty Salmiyati Senawi
and Mr Lim Kin Chew

completing the second year of the
Diploma in Art Specialisation course
in NIE. His masterpiece consists of
multiple and interchangeable
mechanical figures and his overriding
theme is one of “transformation”. In
other words, a teacher is a
“transformer”, someone who is
transformed by undergoing the NIE
courses, who then facilitates the
transformation of others through
innovative and
empowering
knowledge
sharing.

also been received from the ELearning Chapter of the
Singapore IT Federation.

So far, the ECC has come out
with two Singapore Standards one on the Overview of the
Singapore E-learning Framework
and another on the Learning
Resource
Identification.
Together with its eventual
manpower strength of five
consultants and two business
development and administrative
officers, the ECC will be working hard
to organise seminars, workshops as well
as to develop seven more standards. The
ECC staff will develop e-learning
standard-based reference systems for
use by e-learning industry in Singapore.
The ECC will assist in the organisation
of Singapore’s Information Technology
Standards Committee’s (ITSC) first elearning Plugfest 2002 in July this year.
This Plugfest event will demonstrate
how the same e-learning content can
be used in different e-learning systems
without making any changes to the
content.
The NIE bus started its round on 15
December 2001, plying three different
SBS Transit routes, beginning with
Service 64 (Sims Place - Mei Ling
Street), then Service 501 (Sengkang Robinson Road/Marina Centre) and
finally Service 51 (Hougang South Jurong East) over a period of six
months. The bus is a Dennis Trident,
the latest in the Volvo double-deck
fleet acquired by SBS Transit. It is a
low floor bus and has a seating
capacity of 85 passengers.
This project aims to bring art to the
public beyond the confines of the
traditional gallery or museum as well
as building a bridge between NIE and
the community. 3M and their
applicator, BusAd are also involved in
this project.

The design that is chosen for the NIE
bus is the brainchild of Mr Mohamed
Fauzi Bin Husin, who is currently
Mr Mohamed Fauzi Bin Husin and his masterpiece
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the use of international e-learning
standards, as well as setting up a
certification mechanism to ensure the
quality of e-learning content and services
in Singapore.

Corporate Affairs

C Kunalan, Hear Kunalan, Speak Kunalan
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Research

(Contributed by Asst Prof Ramiah s/o Kalimuthu, Asian Languages & Cultures)
The Tamil Language & Culture Division of the Asian Languages & Cultures Academic Group organised a half day
seminar on The Role of the Mass Media in Teaching and Learning of Tamil Language in Singapore Schools on 12 January
2002.
Mr Arun Mahizhnan, Deputy Director, Institute of Policy Studies and Executive Director, International Forum for
Information Technology in Tamil, was the Guest-of-Honour. The seminar was attended by 320 teachers from primary,
secondary schools and junior colleges in addition to curriculum specialists and officers of the Ministry of Education.

Staff from the Tamil Language & Culture Division presented three research papers at the
seminar, namely:

In the Thinkathon brainstorming session,
the participants were challenged to
generate ideas related to various areas of
interest such as academic, welfare,
miscellaneous, relationship and facilities,
with the help of TTC facilitators. This
session generated an amazing 1,058 ideas!

1. Let Us Learn Tamil Without Tears by Asst Prof K Ramiah - this paper stressed the
importance of teaching the language in a simple and interesting manner;
2. The Contribution of the Mass Media in Teaching and Learning of Tamil Language in
Singapore Schools by Dr Seetha Lakshmi; and
3. The Role of the Internet in the Teaching and Learning of Tamil Language in
Singapore Schools by Mr R Kalaimani.
Other highlights of the seminar included a presentation entitled
Contribution of Journalism in the Teaching and Learning of Tamil
Language in Singapore by Dr Chitra Rajaram (Chief Editor, Tamil
Murasu). She spoke on Tamil Murasu’s contribution to the teaching
and learning of Tamil. Other speakers were Mr D Azhagiya Pandiyan
(Senior Manager, Oli 96.8 / Tamil News, Media Corporation of
Radio Singapore Pte Ltd) and Mr T Rajasegar (Head, Vasantham
Central, Media Corp TV12).
After the talks, the participants visited an exhibition on computer
assisted language teaching and learning. They also had the
opportunity of viewing projects undertaken by the trainee
teachers.

Lunch time arrived and the participants
were ushered to the NIE canteen to enjoy
a simple packed meal.

The participants reconvened at Lecture
Theatre 6 to receive their certificates of
attendance and the presentation of tokens
of appreciation. Prof S Gopinathan (Dean,
Foundation Programmes) was invited to
present the summit speech. He spoke
about maintaining a clear vision, taking
on additional challenges and defining
synergy with the three Cs as
Conscientiousness, Care and Competence
as student leaders. Everyone was then
treated to mouth-watering ice cream and
delicious chocolate fudge cake. Mrs SeahLee Moi Fong (Assistant Head, Student &
Academic Services) held an informative
sharing session on various issues pertaining
to the administration of student activities.
There was active participation during the
Question and Answer session when
participants were able to clarify their
doubts. After a taxing day using their
minds, the participants were challenged
to a few rounds of Captain Ball.

Guest-of-Honour: Mr Arun Mahizhnan

Physical Education Pedagogical Research
(Contributed by Assoc Prof Joan Fry, Physical Education & Sports Science)
Three separate grants were awarded to various members of
the Physical Education & Sports Science (PESS) pedagogy
team.
A three year investigation of a curricular innovation in
Physical Education (PE) by five PESS staff - Assoc Prof Steven
Wright, Assoc Prof Joan Fry, Asst Prof Mike McNeill, Asst
Prof Clara Tan and Asst Prof Steven Tan - is being supported
through an Education Research Fund grant. Specifically, this
study will assess and analyse the Games Concept Approach
(GCA) as adopted by the Ministry of Education’s revised PE
curriculum. This study focuses on the GCA experiences of
PESS trainee teachers, their co-operating teachers and pupils
in PE practicum classes. An extension to the GCA
implementation by trainee teachers will be studied through
their continued use of the approach as full-time teachers.
Mentors will also be trained to help facilitate the trainee
teachers’ implementation of the GCA. The researchers hope
that this model, with emphases on training and continual
support for participants, could be generalised to curricular
innovation attempts in other subject areas.
The second PE curriculum project in the area of dance
education, is being conducted by Asst Prof Goh-Leong Lai

Kuen. Her Academic Research Fund project is an innovative
approach to the development of the “total child”. It provides
a model for integrating dance into the primary school
curriculum, instilling creative thinking and developing
problem solving skills into the students’ learning process. The
approach is very unique in that it integrates the arts, specifically
dance, with standard curriculum. The project is based in two
neighbourhood primary schools involving primary one
children in creative dance activities.
The third project (Assoc Prof Joan Fry and Assoc Prof Teo-Koh
Sock Miang), Academic Resource Fund sourced, is designed
to develop PE trainee teachers’ questioning skills in order to
enable them to stimulate pupils’ thinking to higher levels, such
as those of analysis, synthesis and evaluation. It is intended to
use wireless microphones to convey immediate feedback to
the trainee teacher conducting lessons with peers in simulated
environments on campus as well as with trainee teachers
conducting micro-teaching sessions with children in PE
lessons. The method situates learning within a near authentic
experience using an interactive coaching model. Essentially,
PE trainee teachers adopt the roles of teacher (using
questioning), coach (providing interactive feedback during the
teaching episode) and observer.

The highlights of the summit started in the
afternoon. The participants were
channelled into four different tracks of
discussion occurring concurrently at
different locations in NIE. In track one, the
orientation committee discussed the
planning and publication of the Survivor
orientation booklet for the next intake. In
the next room, track four saw a group of
editorial talents gathered for discussion on
the publication of NIE newspaper Voices.
Over at Lecture Theatre 6 for track two,
there was a live demonstration conducted
by Academic Computing & Information
Services staff with the participants posing
interesting questions during the Question
and Answer session on the NIE portal and
ICT resources. The Activity Resource Club
was used for track three where the
presidents and chairpersons of NIE clubs
discussed and tackled various matters.
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With the day coming to the end, it was
evident that everyone was hungry and
tired. The participants then helped
themselves to a delicious barbecue spread
of satay and fried bee hoon, set against
the beautiful night surrounding of the
Triangle with pop and jazz tunes playing
in the background. Everybody left the
dinner like stuffed turkeys and bringing
back with them, a renewed sense of
direction, synergy and understanding, fit
for continual student leadership.

(Contributed by Mdm Thana
Thaver, Specialised Education)

Trainee Teacher Affairs

WebQuesting in
Specialised
Education
Academic Group

Seminar on the Role of the Mass Media in Teaching
and Learning of Tamil Language in Singapore Schools

This semester, staff of Specialised
Education decided to explore
the use of WebQuest in the
Education Studies modules for
Diploma in Education trainee
teachers.

WebQuest is generally regarded as a
positive and educationally sound
method of using the Internet. It is
basically “an inquiry-oriented activity
in which some or all of the
information that learners interact with
comes from resources on the Internet”
(Dodge, 1997). WebQuests are
designed to help learners construct
their own understanding of a topic
and to focus on using information
rather than looking for it. They support
learners’ thinking at the levels of
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation
while promoting cooperative learning.
WebQuests target learning about
large, complex or controversial topics
that would be difficult for one person
to master in its entirety.
In order to complete a WebQuest,
students take on roles within their
groups to explore one aspect of a topic
and then share their knowledge with
their group members to enable wholegroup understanding of the entire
topic. At their best, WebQuests foster
open-minded thinking, reflection and
an interdisciplinary approach to
learning.
The Academic Group’s goals in using
WebQuest for this first time, were
numerous. The academic staff wanted
to expose the students to WebQuest
as an alternative method of
conducting project work, to see it as
a means of enriching and extending
their lessons and even to consider
making it an integral part of their
classroom teaching. The objective was
to encourage the students to explore
the Internet as an avenue for obtaining
resources for their teaching, design
their own learning activities utilising
these resources and raising the
awareness of the possibilities and
benefits of learning on-line.
NIE News 5
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Research

(Contributed by Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng, Psychological Studies)

(Contributed by Ms Chan Bee Ai, Public & International Relations)

The 3rd Asia-Pacific Conference on Problem-based Learning (PBL) was held
at Rockhampton, Queensland, Australia from 9 to 12 December 2001. The
conference theme was entitled On Problem-based Learning: Experience,
Empowerment and Evidence and hosted by the Australian Problem-based
Learning Network and the University of Newcastle. Dr Maggi-Savin Baden
from the United Kingdom and Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng from Singapore
were invited to give the keynote papers.

Prof Brian Caldwell, Dean of the Faculty of Education at Melbourne University,
visited NIE on 28 February 2002. The focus of his visit was to identify opportunities
for collaboration between the University’s Faculty of Education and NIE.
Prof Caldwell was presented with an overview of NIE by Assoc Prof Quek Jin
Jong (Principal Officer). He was also briefed on NIE’s initial teacher training and
the various inservice programmes by Prof S Gopinathan (Dean, Foundation
Programmes) and Assoc Prof Lee Sing Kong (Dean, Graduate Programmes &
Research) respectively.

Assoc Prof Tan delivered the keynote paper PBL Innovation: Institutional-wide
implementation and students’ experiences. In his address Assoc Prof Tan articulated
on the shift in three loci of educational preoccupation: from what content to
cover to what real-world problems to present, from the role of lecturers to that of
coaches and from the role of students as passive learners to that of active problemsolvers. Based on a selection of student case vignettes, Assoc Prof Tan also
highlighted evidence and insights that signified the importance of addressing
individual differences in learning styles, independent learning and the role of
cognitive coaching and tutor mediation.
The conference was attended by more than 100 international delegates coming
from Europe and the Americas. Regional participants included representations
from Asian nations and Australia.

Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng at the Conference

International Conference on Problem-based Learning 2002
PBL2002: A Pathway to Better Learning, from 16 to 20 June 2002, promises to be the largest international conference on PBL.
Some 1000 delegates can be expected and the conference will be held at the Baltimore Convention Center, Baltimore,
Maryland, United States of America (see http://www.udel.edu/pbl2002/). PBL experts and practitioners from a wide range of
disciplines including life sciences, medicine, engineering, humanities and education will be represented. The invited keynote
plenary speakers include Clyde Freeman Herreid (University of Buffalo), P K Rangachari (McMaster University), Maggi SavinBaden (University of Coventry), Karl Smith (University of Minnesota) and Tan Oon Seng (Nanyang Technological University).

Corporate Affairs

Teacher of the Year
Awards 2002
(Contributed by Mrs Tay-Sung Bee Eng,
Office of the Dean, Academic)

Voting for the Teacher of the Year Awards took place on 18 February 2002.
The 17 nominees were:
Arts Cluster
Mr Chang Chew Hung Humanities & Social Studies Education
Assoc Prof Phyllis Chew English Language & Literature
Asst Prof Sylvia Chong Visual & Performing Arts
Asst Prof Goh Yeng Seng Asian Languages & Cultures
Mdm Kho Ee Moi Humanities & Social Studies Education
Asst Prof Jane Leong Visual & Performing Arts
Assoc Prof Oliver Seet English Language & Literature
Asst Prof Sivakumaran s/o Ramalingam Asian Languages & Cultures

Education Cluster
Asst Prof Chew Lee Chin Psychological Studies
Assoc Prof Lachlan Crawford Policy & Management Studies
Asst Prof Linda Gwyneth Gan Specialised Education
Assoc Prof Low Guat Tin Policy & Management Studies
Assoc Prof Dennis Rose Specialised Education

Visit by Professor Brian Caldwell, Dean,
Faculty of Education,
The University of Melbourne

All nominees were honoured with plaques of
commendation by Prof Leo Tan (Director, NIE) on
17 April 2002. Winners will be presented with the
awards by Dr Cham Tao Soon (President, NTU) at a
ceremony on 20 April 2002.

Science Cluster
Asst Prof Michael Chia Physical Education & Sports Science
Assoc Prof Chin Long Fay Science & Technology Education
Asst Prof Ng Swee Fong Mathematics & Mathematics Education
Asst Prof Tham Foong Yee Natural Sciences

The collaboration involving the conduct of postgraduate programmes and research
between NIE and the Faculty of Education, Melbourne University was also
announced on 12 March 2002. This collaboration opens up opportunities for
teachers in Singapore and Australia to engage in research or pursue certain
educational modules at both institutions. This will also pave the way for teachers
in Singapore to be registered at The University of Melbourne for a doctoral
programme while pursuing the research project in Singapore upon fulfilling the
residency requirement of the University. This is advantageous for teachers who
have family commitments which prevent them from being away from Singapore
for too long a period.

(Contributed by Ms Chan Bee Ai,
Public & International Relations)
A group of 12 headteachers and staff
visited NIE on 18 February 2002.
They were led by Mrs Patricia Clark,
Director of International Affairs,
London Leadership Centre, Institute
of Education, University of London.

Assoc Prof Esther Tan (Head, Psychological
Studies) presented on the use of thinking
skills and its impact on lifelong learning
and pupil achievement. This was followed
by a discussion on the impact of leadership
on school performance by Assoc Prof
Kenneth Stott (Associate Dean, Leadership
Programmes).
The visit concluded with a Question and
Answer session and a tour of the Library &
Information Services Centre.

Trainee Teacher Affairs

The Finer Points of Teacher Culture
(Contributed by Mr Mohamed Subair, Editor-in-Chief, NIE Voices)
Sparked by the Director of NIE himself
in 1999, the Teacher Culture
Campaign blossomed yet again in its
third year running, on 21 January
2002. Setting the campus bustling with
booths, concerts and freebies, this
year, the Trainee Teachers’ Club (TTC)
as organiser, has embarked on a
progressive task of promoting the spirit
of volunteerism and charity among
teachers.
Booths set up by student clubs in NIE
down the Library arcade sold an array
of friendship test tubes, henna designs
and mobile phone accessories along
with stalls by the Singapore Teachers’
Union and the Students’ Union of
Nanyang Technological University.
Ms Noor Hasnizan, the event’s
organising chairperson, commented,
“It is timely that this year’s Teacher
Culture Day progresses in promoting
intrinsic values of the culture. As such,
we have decided on the spirit of caring
and sharing.”
One of the highlights was the
presentation of the Caring Teacher
Award 2002, which is the result of a
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Visit by
Headteachers
and Staff from
Britain

International

NIE Staff Delivers Keynote Address at the 3rd Asia-Pacific
Conference on Problem-based Learning

fortnight nomination period involving
the student body. The nominees for the
award were Assoc Prof Douglas Edge
(Mathematics & Mathematics
Education), Asst Prof Cheang Wai
Kwong (Mathematics & Mathematics
Education), Ms Chua Seok Hong
(English Language & Literature), Ms
Tan Geok Chin Ivy (Humanities &
Social Studies Education) and Ms Low
Siew Hsien (Science & Technology
Education).

All in all, Teacher Culture 2002 truly
brought out the finer points of teacher
culture.

The Most Caring Teacher Award 2002
was presented to Asst Prof Gillian
Potter (Specialised Education). In the
nominations, her students described
Asst Prof Potter as nothing less than
“inspirational, humorous, has a
positive outlook in life, helpful,
approachable and always makes time
for trainees”.
The show also presented a series of
short volunteerism talks by student
volunteers. A mini pageant was also
conducted where TTC awarded
medals to most appropriately dressed
trainees, reaffirming the proper dress
code of a teacher.

Asst Prof Gillian Potter received
the Most Caring Teacher Award 2002
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